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________________________________ 
Name    :   ___________________         MARK    :   100 

Class     :   X- std  English        TIME :   2.30Hrs 

SECTION A – VOCABULARY  [20 MARKS] 
PART - I 

1.  Choose the appropriate synonym of the underlined word:       [5x1=5] 
Malavi had mastered(i) many skills and his accomplishments(ii) were many. She was always in the 

pursuit(iii) of her goals which were lofty. She worked in earnestness(iv) towards these goals, realized them 
and triumphantly(v) announced her success to the world. 

i) a) tried   b) learnt  c) taught  d) created 
ii) a) achievement b) acquaintances c) qualification d) application 
iii) a) attempt  b) chase  c) attainment  d) description 
iv) a) quickness  b) alertness  c) tenderness  d) seriousness 
v) a) victorious  b) untiringly  c) tolerantly  d) consecutively 

2. Choose the appropriate antonym of the underlined word:      (5x1=5) 
 A popular(i) film star driving his car rashly at top speed was chased by the traffic police, captured(ii) 
And put in jail. His fans felt that this act of police was invidious(iii)and went on a riot, breaking up shop 
windows and attacking and buses in an act of brutality(iv)  seldom(v) had the city seen such violence. 

i) a) famous  b) unpopular  c) happy  d) gentle 
ii) a) released  b) arrested  c) arrived  d) returned 
iii) a) pleasant  b) fair   c) unjust  d) reasonable 
iv) a) violence  b) kindness  c) perfection  d) cruelty 
v) a) always  b) rarely  c) later   d) often 

PART - II 
Answer any ten of the following                   [10x1=10] 
3. The common expansion of MNC is 
 a) Multi-Nation company b) Multi-Nation corporation 
 c) Multi-Nation channel d) Multi-Nation computer 
4. Choose the sentence that is correct in its meaning: 
 a)  We will set sail for Japan next week      b)  We will set sale  for Japan next week, sale  
5. Replace the underlined word with its equivalent American English word:   
 Surya went to a book shop 
6. Which of the  words given below can be placed after the word heart form a compound word? 
 a) broken  b) burst  c)break   
7. What is the plural form of the word curriculum ?     

 a) curriculum    b) curriculumes     c) curricula   
8. Add a prefix to the word relevant from the list given below to complete the sentence :  

This answer is ________relevant    
a) un-      b) ir-       c) en-       d) dis - .  

9. Replace the underlined word with one of the phrasal verbs given below to convey the same meaning :   
     Everyone must stop smoking                

a) give away     b) give in     c) give up     d) give out.  
10. Separate the syllables of any one of the following:         
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a) entertainment     b) queue       c) permanent  
11. Choose appropriate word to make meaningful sentence  

The car_______ the rain water.      
a) spattered   b)shook.   

12. Construct a sentence using one of the following words  
a) diminish  b)diminishing    c) diminished.  

13. Reframe the sentence using underlined word as verb:  
We did the completion of the project today.  

14. Which of the two sentences given below conveys the same meaning?  
He did not win in any other contest.  
a) He has won only in this contest.   b) He is the only one to win this contest.   

SECTION - B (GRAMMAR : 25 MARKS)  
PART – I  

Answer all of the following as directed:         10x1=10  
15. Which of the options given below will suit the following sentence ?  

If I had studied diligently ..................... the examination 
a) I would pass  b) I will pass    c) I would have passed  

16. Identify the pattern of the following sentence:  
They elected him leader.  
a) SVC      b) SVOC   c) S V 1O  DO.  

17. Choose the correct question tag for the following:  
Let us start working, ....................?  

a) shall we ?    b) hasn't it ?    c) has it ?  
18. Complete the sentence :        

Ramani is ……………. Girls in this group.         
a) one of the tallest  b) as tall as        c) the tallest  

19. Choose the sentence which correctly conveys the meaning of the sentence given below:         
Nobody can remember how the incident has occurred.  
a) Everyone cannot remember how the incident had occurred        
b) Everyone can remember how the incident had occurred.      
c) Everyone can forget how the incident had occurred.   

20. Complete the sentence :       
  The kabadi match continued ……………….heavy rains.  

a) In the event of    b) Because of   c) In spite of.  
21. Choose the correct verb form to complete sentence        

I enjoy …………………. Stories for children.  
a) write   b) to write   c) writing.  

22. Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence :        
They won the match …………………well 
a) by playing  b) through playing  c) on playing.  

23. Choose the appropriate article to complete sentence:  
“What  _____ amazing model” whispered Hughie.   
a) an      b) a       c) the.  

24. Choose the appropriate preposition to fill the dash :         
I am worried ______health.       
a) in    b) about   c) for.  

PART-II 
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Answer all the following: Rewrite as directed                   5x2= 10 
25. .Combine the two sentences into a single sentence        

Shyam gave the right answer.    He was very happy. 
26. Rewrite the sentence using the passive voice :  

The man completed his work. His master paid him 
27. Rewrite the sentence in to other speech :  

The old man requested the students to help him to cross the street.  
28. From the context of the two sentences given below form a single sentence using the 'If clause :  

She gets the tickets. She will go to Delhi.  
29. Read the following sentences about Teresa's friends and write your observation in a single sentence using      
       any one of the degrees of comparison.  

a) surya's weight is 60 kilograms.   b) Jothika's weight is 48 kilograms.  
c) Manasa's weight is 62 kilograms.   d) Jayanthi's weight is 39 kilograms.    
e) priya's weight is 52 kilograms. 

PART – III  
30. Punctuate the following sentence:                  1x5=5          

father said to his son dont be worried       
SECTION – C (PROSE:15MARKS)  

PART – I 
 Answer any five of the following:                          5x2=10 
 31. How did Messiaen spend his time in prison?  
32. What requires whole-hearted devotion?  
33 .Why  is the world of domestic workers “invisible”? 
34. What made the old man look a typical beggar? 
35. Why didn’t the narrator play the piano after the terrible incident?  
36. Have you noticed the ‘V’ shaped formation of the birds as they speed across the sky??   
37. What is the speciality of the vimanam? 

PART – II 
Answer in paragraph any one of the following questions. (not exceed 120 words)            1 x 5 = 5  
38. a) describe the daily routine of chaya and her family?  OR         
       b) what lesson does messiaen teach mankind through his attitude towards music while he was in the                
            concentration camp?       OR         
       c) What were the contributions of the Cholas to art and culture? 

SECTION – IV ( POETRY : 20 MARKS ) 
PART – I 

Quote from memory one of the following          5x1=5 
 39. a) Five lines of the poem "Going for Water"  

From : "We ran as if to ... To:........ we paused"        
        b) The first five lines of the poem "Migrant Bird"  

From : "The globe's my world .....To : .... no vigil gates". 
PART – II  

Read the poetic lines and answer                  5x1=5 
40. Then what gems would we see?         
        Perhaps a beautiful heart.               
         What does the post mean by ‘a beautiful heart’?  
41. If you can meet with triumph and disaster.        
       And treat those two impostors just the same.  
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What are the two impostors?  
42. . yes a warm, gloring inner beauty 
        Will emerge before your eye, 
        A newly discovered Treasure 
        For you to cherish , and to prize                
             Which is called as Treasure?  

43.Each laid on other a staying hand.       
       To listen ere we dared to look.  

Why did each lay a staying hand on the other?  
44. “For oh”, say the children , we are weary, 
        And we cannot run or leap. 
 Who are weary? 

 
PART – III  

Read the poem lines and answer  5 
45. ‘O ye wheels’ ‘stop ! be silent for to-day! 
               Identify the figure of speech employed here 

46. Betrays me back,till the heart of me weeps to belong.        
              Pick out the words in alliteration.  
47.  Softly in the dusk, a woman is singing to me;         
       Taking me back down the vista of years till I see         
       A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of tingling strings  
       And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she sings.         

Bring out the rhyme scheme used in these lines.  
48.The globe’ my world. the cloud’s my kin.      

Identify the figure of speech employed here.    
49. Not loth to have excuse to go, 
      Because the autumn eve was fair 
      (through chill,) because the fields were ours, 
      And by the brook our woods were there. 
 Pick out the rhyming words in these lines. 
IV Answer in a paragraph any one of the questions: (not exceed 120 words)       1 X 5=5  
50. a) What are D.H.Lawrence’s reminiscences about his childhood days? OR           
       b) Describe the experiences of the children on their way to the brook to seek water  OR           
       c)Attempt a description of the physical appearance of the shilpi as portrayed in the poem.    

Section – V (Language Functions – 20 )  
                                                                           The Autobiography of a Euro    5x2=10 

It took three long years for my coming into existence after the idea of a new currency was conceived. I 
was conceived and named on 1st Jan, 1999, when eleven European countries decided to have a new money 
from i.e. the Euro. My value was determined according to the conversion rate fixed by these countries in 
terms of their own currencies. On 1st January 2002, I was circulated as currency notes when twelve countries 
adopted me as their currency. Some countries opposed the idea of using me and initially refused to accept 
me. But now almost all the European countries have accepted me as valid currency. My brother Dollar who is 
in America, my brother Lira residing in Italy and my sister Sterling were quite jealous of me but soon they 
accepted my existence and started respecting me. I now enjoy a place of pride among all the currencies in the 
world and almost everyone accepts me freely.  
Questions:  
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(a) What is the passage about?  
(b) How many countries decided to have a new money form?  
(c) When was the Euro circulated as currency?  
(d) Name the currencies of America and Italy.  
(e) What is the present status of the Euro?    

52. Identify and correct the errors in the following sentences:       5 
 a) Remove the furnitures from here  

b) I place great confidence on you.  
c) Neither senthil nor sree are available  
d) I am absent yesterday.  
e) I cannot drive as fast as Rahul.   

53.look at the picture given below and answer the following question:   5 
(a) what do you see in the picture?  
(b) what do the birds do?  
(c) how many birds are there in the picture?  
(d) What are the various objects that you see near the tree?.  
(e) do you like the picture?why?    
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